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Sid the cat plays the pet of six different owners on Aristotle Street so that he can get six dinners
every night.

Reviews of the Six-Dinner Sid by Inga Moore
Inerrace
Inga Moore creates an adorable, believable rascal in six-Dinner Sid. You can't help but find his
antics, scarfing down treats across the neighborhood, funny and endearing. I sometimes imagine
that this is what our 17 pound tabby cat is up to when she's out and about…
YSOP
This is ONE OF THE TOP books my boys grew up with: Goodnight Moon & Good Dog Carl are the
other two! Due in part to our love for cats but as the boys loved all animals this fit in with their
vision of sly, smart & loveable animals! HIGHLY recommend this book to all children!!!!
It's a fast enough read for the little ones & just right for those learning to read! My youngest is 21 &
just read it again! We are giving a copy to a great friend with a 2 year old and a new one on the way!
Love to share the reading!

Andromathris
I bought this for my 4 year old grandson (who reads at a much more sophisticated level than this)
and who has two cats at home. He loved it! Drawings of Sid the cat are great.
Ƀ⁞₳⁞Ð Ƀ⁞Ǿ⁞Ɏ
Six Dinner Sid is a wonderful story about a black cat doing it's thing until the neighborhood
discovers what he's been doing. I love black cats, so this is the cat's meow for me!!
Conjuril
I have 5 kids and all of them have loved this book. Now I give it to patients as a baby gift, when I
have pregnant patient.
TheJonnyTest
Every page is filled with glossy, high-quality, illustrations. I was a little worried that as a paperback,
the illustrations might not be that great. Also because the illustrator is also the writer, we get LOTS
of illustrations.
Lonesome Orange Kid
Saw this book in a waiting room and had to have it!
This is a well illustrated book with a fun story line. The children in my life (nephews nieces friends
children) enjoy this book.... We make it a habit to bring a gift with us for the "child of the house"
when visiting people and books are the first choice for us. This book has never failed to bring a
smile.
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